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Written Notes from the May12th Virtual Parent Meeting 
 
 
Good evening every one and thank you for taking the time to log in on Carter’s First Virtual Parent 

meeting. We are going to ask everyone to please stay muted, except the ones presenting, however, if 

you have question and or comment please write it in the chat box. Ms. Johnson is moderating the chat 

box and we will make sure to answer questions as we go through the evening.  

First, let me say I hope you and your family are safe and healthy at this time. I know some families of 

Carter and staff members have experienced loss of a loves during this time of COVID-19, our 

condolences and prayers go out to each and every family.  

Thank you so much for your patience and understanding as we have been adjusting, like you, to the 

drastic changes in life during the past 9 weeks. I am extremely appreciative of our students, parents, 

teachers, staff, and administrators for their positivity, flexibility and resilience during these trying times. 

A huge debt of gratitude also goes to all of our doctors, nurses, hospital employees, first responders, 

and our state leaders for all they are doing to keep us safe and healthy.   

As you know, distance learning for the students at Carter Community Charter School is in full motion. 

Our goal is to provide continuous educational opportunities and practice for students while schools 

are closed but also to eliminate as much stress as feasibly possible for students, parents, and teachers. 

While it is our responsibility to continue to educate our children, we also want to compassionately 

take into consideration the variety of difficulties that our families and employees are enduring during 

this time. 

As we work with the North Department of Instructions and the NC Office of Charter Schools, we are 

working to create plans to finish out the school year and how to Open up the school year. As you can 

imagine, things are being decided as we go. There is no blue print, sample or template for anyone to 

follow in these times. This is history in the making. However, myself, Assistant Principal Adeniyi, and 

Director of Programs and Services, Ben Johnsons are literally working every day, serving on State task 

boards, and in Zoom meetings making sure we are a part of the decision making. We also want to make 

sure we are adhering to any health and safety regulations. 
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Thank you to the Teachers  

I want to take a pause a moment to say thank you to my teachers, staff and my Admin Team for being 

Rocks Stars! You all continue to work to provide quality instruction and show genuine love and care for 

the students. You all are my Super Heros! I can never thank you enough and let you know how much I 

truly appreciate and really LOVE you all.  

Next Year Planning  

I know there are a lot of questions concerning what will next school year look like? Will we be starting in 

the building? And lot of questions. To be honest at this point we do not have the answers to those 

questions. We are working with the NC Department of Instruction to give the entire State guidelines on 

what the requirements will be for starting back to school. AS soon as we know more we will 

communicate the information in various ways.  

However, we do know we have to receive an actuate count of the students returning back to Carter. 

Starting tomorrow May 13th we will be sending the Intent to Return forms out electronically. We are 

asking for everyone to complete the for and send it back on-line. If for some reason, you will not be able 

to complete the form online please let your homeroom teacher know and provide them with an address 

for us to mail an Intent to Return form to you. There will be a 2-week window to return your intent to 

return for back to Carter, that will be from May 13th – May 27th Please fill out one separately for each 

student. This allow us to have an accurate count per grade level.  We will not be able prepare for the 

new properly without knowing who and how many are returning.  

Parents Shirts 

Every student that is returning or new to Carter, will receive ONE new school polo shirt in August at 

Open House. Please complete those Intent to Return forms so we know how many shirts to pre-

purchase. 

Finally, Parents, I want to personally thank you for all that you do and are doing. I know these are some 

different times, and it can be very challenging some days, but you all are doing an excellent job. You all 

are standing in gaps for us and for that we thank you.  

While there are still a lot of unknowns, wearier days ahead, and few more days of frustration, please 

know all that any of us can do is the best that we CAN do at this time. If you have any additional 

questions of comments remember to type them in the chat box, or get them your teachers and they 

will get an answer for you later.  


